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ABSTRACT
Since a vast number of tables can be easily collected fromweb pages,
spreadsheets, PDFs, and various other document types, a flurry of
table pre-training frameworks have been proposed following the
success of text and images, and they have achieved new state-of-the-
arts on various tasks such as table question answering, table type
recognition, column relation classification, table search, formula
prediction, etc. To fully use the supervision signals in unlabeled
tables, a variety of pre-training objectives have been designed and
evaluated, for example, denoising cell values, predicting numerical
relationships, and implicitly executing SQLs. And to best lever-
age the characteristics of (semi-)structured tables, various tabular
language models, particularly with specially-designed attention
mechanisms, have been explored. Since tables usually appear and
interact with free-form text, table pre-training usually takes the
form of table-text joint pre-training, which attracts significant re-
search interests frommultiple domains. This survey aims to provide
a comprehensive review of different model designs, pre-training
objectives, and downstream tasks for table pre-training, and we
further share our thoughts and vision on existing challenges and
future opportunities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tables are widely used to organize and present data in various doc-
ument types and database systems such as webpages, spreadsheets,
PDFs, presentation slides, andMySQL, and gain increasing attention
from the research community. Following the success of large-scale
pre-training in natural language (NL) and computer vision domains,
a flurry of research works have been proposed to leverage unlabeled
tables for self-supervised pre-training and achieve promising re-
sults in table type classification [92], cell type classification [45, 92],
table question answering (QA) [51, 101], table search [94], entity
linking [28], column type identification [15, 47], table augmenta-
tion [28, 55], formula prediction [23], etc. On the one hand, similar
to NL that has already proved the success of large-scale pre-training,
tables have dense semantics stored in textual headers, captions, and
notes. On the other hand, different from NL, tables have distinct in-
formation (e.g., intuitive formats, well-organised numerical values,
formulas, etc.) and various structures (relational tables, entity ta-
bles, matrix tables, forms, etc.), and thus desire table-specific model
designs and pre-training objectives to achieve optimal results. To
best leverage table characteristics while maintaining capabilities
to understand text in/out tables, various Tabular Language Mod-
els (TaLMs) are proposed, e.g., TaBERT [101] encoded tables and
text by concatenating a row-wise transformer and a column-wise
transformer, pre-trained with Masked Language Models (MLM)
and Masked Column Prediction (MCP), and achieved SOTA results
on benchmarks of table question answering. TaPas [51] poineerly
proposed an end-to-end table-text joint reasoning framework using
transformers without explicitly generating logical forms for table
QA, and TaPas trained row and column embeddings together with
token embeddings. TURL is the first work to learn entity represen-
tations from relational tables to enhance table knowledge matching
and table augmentation [28], and it restricts each cell to aggregate
information from the located row and column via masked atten-
tion. TUTA [92] then extended the success of table pre-training to
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generally structured tables by devising a unified bi-dimensional
coordinate tree, to describe both the spatial and hierarchical infor-
mation, and it further proposed tree-based attention, tree-based
positional encoding, and progressive token-cell-table pre-training
objectives based on the unified bi-tree structure. TUTA constructed
a distinct vocabulary based on large table corpora and was the first
model to be pre-trained on both web and spreadsheet tables to
achieve better generalities. TaPEx explored to learn a neural SQL
executor via pre-training and demonstrated surprising effective-
ness on table-text joint reasoning [69]. This survey aims to provide
a comprehensive review of different model designs, pre-training
objectives, and downstream tasks for table pre-training.

We believe that the table, as a distinct (semi-)structured data
form far away from NL text and images, is valuable for studying the
effectiveness of frontier neural architectures and inspiring new re-
search directions. Since the table often interacts with programming
languages such as SQLs and spreadsheet formulas, it additionally
spawns cross-domain applications such as semantic parsing [104],
logic-to-text [20], and formula prediction [21]. In this survey, we
first introduce some preliminaries of table types, table structures,
cell information, and table corpora in Section 2. Then we give a
comprehensive review of table modeling architectures, table pre-
training objectives, and downstream tasks in Sections 3,4,5. At last,
we provide our thoughts and vision on existing challenges and
future opportunities in Section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Structured, Semi-structured, and

Unstructured (Image) Tables
Tables can be categorized into three primary forms: well-structured
tables, semi-structured tables, and unstructured tables. Database
tables are well structured due to the ordinarily defined relational
schema: a model of vertical columns (identifiable by column names
with s specific number) and horizontal rows (with an unrestricted
number), the primary key that uniquely identifies each row in the
table and facilitates the joins between multiple tables, the number
unit to augment information of quantities, etc. so that machines are
able to retrieve information from database tables precisely through
formal languages such as SQL, R, and Python’s Pandas. Whereas
document tables such as web tables, Latex tables, spreadsheet tables,
andWord tables are semi-structured, and they are usually human-
crafted with end-user tools or markup languages such as Word
documents, spreadsheets, Latex code, HTML code, etc. As shown
in Figure 1, they arrange cells in bi-dimensional matrices, lack suf-
ficient meta-information to record high-level table structures and
data types, and thus challenge precise and automatic information
retrieval. In addition to well-structured and semi-structured tables,
there is large amount of unstructured image tables only with
raw RGB information, such as scanned tables from books, pictures
of receipts, and handwritten drafts. They need to be firstly digitized
through OCR and cell segmentation before any higher-level infor-
mation retrieval. Note that, since a large proportion of PDF tables
do not provide any structural information, PDF tables are simply
treated as image tables in many research works [82, 82].

In this paper, we mainly focus on semi-structured and well-
structured tables.While image tables are also widely used, we

neglect them in this paper, because they have distinct chal-
lenges from a vision perspective, and it is desirable to dis-
cuss them separately in another paper.

2.2 Table Structure
Tables are flexible with various structures, including relational
tables, entity tables, matrix tables, layout tables, forms, etc. Tables
also have different orientations (horizontal/vertical) and hierarchies
(flat/hierarchical). As shown in Figure 1, the structure of a flat
relational table is definite and straightforward in a database-like
form, wherein each row is a record, each column is a field and there
is no hierarchy. Matrix tables have both horizontal and vertical
orientations. In fact, there are various definitions on table structure
categorization, which are summarized in detail by [109].

2.3 Cell Information
Typically a cell is the intersection of one row and one column in
a table. Sometimes multiple cells can be merged into a larger cell
that occupies multiple rows and columns. Cells are basic units in
bi-dimensional tables to record text, numerical values, formats,
formulas, etc.

1) Text. Text is a critical component in the table to record meta
information in headers, notes, and captions. It is also an important
part of the data region, e.g., textual columns such as team names
in Figure 1 (a). Texts in tables are basically in NL but often have
short lengths and concise meanings to meet the space restriction
in documents.

2) Numerical values. Besides texts, a large proportion of table
cells also store numerical values, as shown in Figure 1. Unlike text,
numerical values could have arithmetical relationships, such as sum
and proportion, and statistical characteristics, such as distribution
and trend.

3) Visual formats. Tables have various intuitive formats to high-
light the table structure or content, such as border, alignment, back-
ground color, font, merging, formatting string (e.g., "yyyy/m/d"),
etc. [33].

4) Formulas. In several popular end-user tools such as Excel,
Google Sheet, and Notion1, spreadsheet formulas or other kinds
of formal formulas are used to store the logical and numerical cell
relationships in tables explicitly.

5) Other elements such as hyperlinks, images, and icons can
also be inserted into a cell. A table can even be nested in Word
documents by inserting one or more tables into individual cells.

2.4 Relationships Between Tables and Text
Tables and text are usually complementary in modern documents,
e.g., statistical reports and research papers. Text is general and
consequential for diverse objectives, e.g., storytelling, detailed de-
scriptions, and in-depth analyses, while tables efficiently organize
and present data in a more structured way. We present our under-
standings as follows.

2.4.1 Similarities. (1) Many cell values in the table are text. Al-
though texts in cells tend to be much more concise, most of them

1https://www.notion.so/



Named Entity Recognition Results.

(a) A relational web table (b) A matrix PDF table (c) A matrix spreadsheet table

Team Statistic Leaders.

Figure 1: Examples of real-world tables. (a) shows a relational web table with a flat top header. (b) shows a matrix PDF table
(produced by latex code) with a flat top header and a hierarchical left header. (c) shows a spreadsheet table that has hierarchical
top and left headers.

can be treated similarly to text in NL, such as entity names, short de-
scriptions, measure names, etc. (2) A table usually has surrounding
textual captions, titles, and notes, conveying a wealth of informa-
tion and critical components of tables.

2.4.2 Differences. (1) Structures. Unlike sequential NL text, tables
have two-dimensional structures with optional top and left headers.
(2) Visual Formats. Unlike plain NL text, tables usually use intu-
itive formats for a better presentation of table structures and data
highlights, e.g., color, alignment, font. (3) Numerical values. Tables
often contain rich numerical values such as currencies and dates
for easy-lookup, comparison, and analysis, and there are various
calculation relationships between numerical values, which can be
recorded in spreadsheet formulas.

2.5 Relationships Between Tables and Images
2.5.1 Similarities. (1) Both tables and images are two-dimensional.
An image can be seen as a matrix of pixels, and a table can be seen
as a matrix of cells [32]. (2) Tables have visual formats such as color,
alignment, and font, making them more visually intuitive.

2.5.2 Differences. (1) Compared with a pixel in an image, a cell in
a table contains much richer information (with dense meanings),
e.g., cell text, hyperlinks, and formulas. (2) Beyond the surface form
of a matrix of cells, a table is often created with the hierarchical
structure.

2.6 Existing Large Table Corpus
2.6.1 Web Tables. Large corpus of web tables include WDC Web
Table Corpus 2 (233M tables), Dresden Web Tables Corpus [37]
(174M tables), WebTables [11] (154M tables), and WikiTables (1.6M
tables). More details are summarized by [109].
2.6.2 Spreadsheet Tables. Barik et al. [8] includes web-crawled
249,376 unique spreadsheets called FUSE. Chen and Cafarella [12]
obtained 410,554 Microsoft Excel files from 51,252 distinct Internet
domains through Web crawling. TUTA [92] collected 13.5 million

2http://webdatacommons.org/framework/

public spreadsheet files from 1.75 million web sites. However, only
FUSE has been made publicly available till now.

2.6.3 Arxiv Scientific Tables. TableArXiv 3 contains 341,573 tables
extracted from scientific publications on arxiv.org.

2.6.4 Others. There is also a large volume of tables in other doc-
ument types such as Word documents, presentation slides., but
public datasets are scarce in previous works. Although data models
behind tables from different document types are different, key cell
information such as cell values, formats, and merging are universal.
Therefore, it is desirable to pre-train a model to represent tables
from various document types in a unified architecture.

3 MODEL
In this section, we provide a review of previous works on input
featurization and embedding, model architectures, and model effi-
ciency.

3.1 Input Featurization and Embedding
3.1.1 Word Encoding. As mentioned in Section 2.4, due to the sim-
ilarity between tables and text, it makes sense to leverage frontier
language models, e.g., BERT [30] and T5 [80]. However, as tabular
data is distributed in a semi-structured way, we have to first obtain
linearized tabular sequences before feeding them into language
models, and more details about linearization will be introduced in
section 3.2.1. Word encoding for tables can be divided into static
and dynamic types similar to the NLP. Table2Vec [110] learns static
word embedding inspired from word2vec [70]. However, follow-
ing the weakness of static embedding in NLP, neither of them can
handle with polysemy problem, and features are limited by the
pre-set window size. On the other hand, methods built on dynamic
contextual embedding have also been explored. Many of them are
tokenized using WrodPiece, encoded via the token vocabulary, and
initialized by BERT [30], such as TaBERT [101], TaPas [51], MATE
[39], StruG [29], TableFormer [6], TUTA [95], ForTaP [23], and

3http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/eager/table-arxiv/



TABBIE [55]. TURL [28] was initialized by TinyBERT [56] and
additionally used an entity vocabulary. TUTA [95] constructed
a table-specific vocabulary using WordPiece and merged it with
BERT’s original vocabulary. Other works also explored to use other
kinds of encoding, e.g., GraPPa [105] and TaPEx [69] were initial-
ized by Roberta [68] and BART [64], respectively, based on the BPE
tokenization.

3.1.2 Sequential Positional Encoding. Since word orders and posi-
tions in a 1D text sequence are crucial for natural language under-
standing as they contain both rule-based lower levels such as syntax
and regularity-governed higher levels such as semantics and gen-
eral knowledge, transformer-based architectures introduced extra
positional encoding to utilize the sequential information. Sequential
positional information also plays an important role in tabular data
and can be classified into global and local types.

By default, based on BERT, some works used global positional
encoding in the flattened tabular sequences such as TaBERT [101],
TaPas [51], MATE [39], StruG [29], GraPPa [105], TaPEx [69]. Other
works divided the global sequence into multiple pieces and counted
positions in each piece separately: TUTA [95] treated each cell as
an independent piece and locally encoded positional information of
tokens inside a cell; TURL [28] regarded the table caption and the
header as two separate pieces, therefore it used two local positional
encodings for the caption and the header.

3.1.3 Structural Positional Encoding. However, in addition to 1D
sequential positions, tables have structured rows and columns that
contain critical two-dimensional and hierarchical information, and
they are also desirable to be explicitly or implicitly encoded.

Works such as Tapas [51],MATE [39], TABBIE [55], and TUTA [95],
learn column and row encodings based on column/row IDs. Both
of them show increased performance. However, considering hier-
archical structures, as Figure 1 (c) shows, column/row encoding
results in limited representation capability. TUTA [95] further de-
vised a bi-dimensional coordinate tree structure to jointly encode
the spatial and hierarchical positions and designed explicit/implicit
tree-based positional embeddings.

3.1.4 Numerical Encoding. A large amount of numerical values
are distributed in tables and challenge BERT-based models to learn
optimal representations since these methods simply tokenize and
encode numerical values like NL text using theWordPiece tokenizer.
It corrupts the original recording structure of numbers into frag-
ments and introduces difficulties on number representation [89].
However, understanding numerical values and their relationships
are crucial for table content understanding, especially for tables
in financial reports and scientific papers that involve a variety of
numerical reasoning, such as aggregation, division, sorting, change
ratio, etc. Explorations on learning better number representations
have surged in the NLP field recently [89] while only few works
attempted in tabular data.

Tapas [51] and MATE [39] devised a unique rank embedding for
number comparison in one column, bringing improvements on an-
swering comparatives or superlative questions. FLAP [5] added an
extra feature encoding to indicate whether the value was mentioned
in the text summary. TUTA [95] proposed a number embedding
method that distinguished numerical values from a text string via

embedding over four discrete numerical features, magnitude, preci-
sion, the first digit, and the last digit.

3.1.5 Format Encoding. Tables also contain stylistic formats such
as cell merging, background color, font bold, etc. Since formatting
contains valuable hints about table structures, such information is
of great significance for table type classification or cell type classifi-
cation. However, only a few works made explorations on it. TUTA
[95] learned a unique format embedding together with the trans-
former backbone to distinguish whether a cell has merge, border,
formula, font bold, non-white background color, and non-black font
color. In addition to transformer-based architecture, Ghasemi Gol et
al. [44] explored to learn format embedding by converting stylistic
features to the integer vector from categorical types and feeding
them into autoencoders.

3.1.6 Others. Apart from the typical encoding listed above, Tapas
[51] designed "Previous Answer Embedding" for the conversational
scenario, marking whether a tabular cell answered the last question.

3.2 Model Architecture
Since both semantic and spatial information is crucial to under-
standing semi-structured tables, many neural architectures have
been proposed to capture spatial and semantic information jointly.
CNNs [15, 31] are adopted to capture spatial information for web
and spreadsheet tables. Dong et al. [34] use CNN-based GANs to
recommend good-looking formats for tables and Park et al. [75]
use GANs for data synthesis. Bidirectional RNNs and LSTMs are
widely adopted in web tables to capture the order of rows and
columns [40, 45, 59, 72]. Later work proposed a hybrid neural net-
work by combining bidirectional RNNs and CNNs in the task of
column type prediction [14]. Graph neural networks have been
explored for table understanding and question answering [60, 106,
111]. [36] proposed a hybrid neural network by combining RNNs
and GNNs in the task of cell type classification. While there are
various architectures for table modeling, few use unlabeled data
for pre-training.

Recently, a flurry of works explored transformer-based language
models in table pre-training, we call them Tabular LanguageModels
(TaLMs). Table-BERT linearizes tables as sentences so that tables can
be directly processed by the pre-trained BERT model [16]. TAPAS
and TaBERT target question answering over relational tables via
joint pre-training of tables and their text [51, 101]. TURL learns
representations from relational tables to enhance table knowledge
matching and table augmentation [28], and in TURL, each cell ag-
gregates information from the located row and column via masked
attention. TUTA [92] is a transformer-based method for general
table structure understanding with tree-based positional encoding
and tree-based sparse attention to capture cell positions and hierar-
chies, and it is pre-trained on both web and spreadsheet tables. Tab-
net [4] uses a separate transformer for feature selection to choose
which features to reason from at each decision step. KGPT [94] and
GTR [94] combines GNN with transformers to better encode table
structures.

Since using transformer-base TaLMs is a common choice for
existing table pertaining methods, many variants of TaLMs are
proposed. In the following subsections, we dig deeper into



Table 1: Model architectures of Transformers for table pre-
training.

Encoder
TAPAS, TaBERT, TURL, TUTA,
StruG, GraPPa, MATE,
FORTAP, TabFormer, TABBIE, etc.

Encoder+Decoder KGPT, RPT, TaPEx, STTP, FLAP, etc.
Decoder TableGPT, etc.

various TaLMs architectures: first introducing how tables are
linearized to fit the transformer architecture, and then categorizing
existing methods by encoder-decoder architectures and attention
mechanisms.

3.2.1 Tabular Sequence Serialization. A common serializationmethod
is to linearize raw tables row by row. Most works such as Tapas [51],
MATE [39], TableFormer [6], TUTA [95] and TURL [28] performs
in this way. TABBIE [55] linearizes tables by rows and columns sep-
arately. TableGPT [46] distinctly adapts a template-based table se-
rialization way on relatively simple tables. Experiments conducted
by UnifiedSKG [97] show that putting eternal text (like questions)
ahead of tables helps T5 to generalise better on tabular tasks. [66]
directly encodes markup languages like NL. Some works linearize
a specific part of a table, e.g., TaBERT [101] only linearizes most
relevant rows to the input utterance, and StruG [29] and GraPPa
[105] only take headers as input without data cells.

3.2.2 Encoder-decoder. Existing table pre-training models mainly
inherit the architectures from language models such as BERT [30],
GPT-2 [79] and BART [64]. Depending on the focused downstream
tasks, these models adopt different components, i.e., encoders or
decoders, as summarized in Table 1. Most of them adopt the encoder
part of transformers similar to BERT [30], including TURL [28],
StruG [29], TAPAS [38, 51], GraPPa [29],MATE [39], TUTA [95],
ForTap [23], and TableFormer [6]. Typically, a single encoder is
applied on the sequential inputs constructed from tables and as-
sociated texts, if any, to learn the contextual representations of
the inputs. Additional modules such as classification layers are ap-
plied upon the encoder to perform downstream tasks. Some works
also employ more than one encoder to capture the structural infor-
mation of tables. TaBERT [101] stacks column-wise self-attention
layers on the row-wise encoder. TABBIE [55] employs double en-
coders to encode the table row-wise and column-wise separately,
then aggregates the representations obtained from both encoders.
DoT [62] also uses double encoders, one acting as a pruning model
to select most relevant tokens from the input and the other one
used for performing specific tasks, e.g. a TAPAS model for QA. An-
other branch of approaches build their pre-training models with an
encoder-decoder architecture to better enable sequence generation
tasks such as table-to-text. KGPT [18] uses two alternative encoders,
a GNN-based graph encoder and a transformer-based sequential en-
coder, each can be combined with a transformer decoder. RPT [87]
also adopts the encoder-decoder model, similar to a BERT [30]
model combined with a GPT-3 [10] model. TaPEx [69] and Uni-
fiedSKG [97] implements the encoder-decoder (text-to-text) model
based on BART [64] and T5 [80], respectively, for downstream

tasks such as text-to-SQL parsing, table-based QA, and table fact
verification. STTP focus on table-to-text generation by fine-tuning
BART on table-structure-aware self-supervised tasks. Instead of
pre-training, TableGPT [46] directly fine-tunes pre-trained GPT-2
decoder to take advantage of its contextual knowledge learned from
linguistic corpora.

3.2.3 Structure-based Attention. TaLMs highly depend on the self-
attention mechanism to compute contextual representations [90].
Besides a large proportion of models which directly adopt self-
attention, e.g.TAPAS [51], StruG [29], GRAPPA [105], and TaPEx [69],
a series of structure-based attention mechanisms have been pro-
posed to better leverage the tabular structure, as summarized in
Table 2.

However, self attentionmay introduce a lot of irrelevant and even
noisy contexts, and have lots of unnecessary computations [95],
while table structures can be leveraged towards precise and efficient
attention. TaBERT [101] generates tabular representations serially
by first producing row-wise encoding with a transformer and then
column representationwith vertical attention layers using row-wise
encodings as inputs. TABBIE [55] generates cell representations in
parallel by applying two separate transformers. Each cell’s repre-
sentation is an average of its row and column embeddings, where
row/column embeddings are separately calculated by row/column
transformers. MATE [39] uses different types of attention heads, i.e.
row attention head and column attention head, which are restricted
to attending tokens in the same row/column (query tokens can
attend to all tokens). TURL [28] also designs a restricted attention
mechanism, in which each token/entity attends to tokens in the
same row/column. TUTA [95] uses joint bi-tree-based attention,
which takes in both spatial and hierarchical information from tables.
More specifically, for a structured table, TUTA defines cell coordi-
nates and cell-to-cell distance from a bi-dimensional tree generated
from the table. The bi-tree-based attention is restricted to attending
tokens within the tree-based distance threshold. GTR [94], which
focuses mainly on table retrieval, transforms a table into a tabu-
lar graph and uses joint layout-based graph attention similar to
graph transformer to capture structural information. KGPT [18]
applies the encoder-decoder model architecture. The graph encoder
of KGPT uses a graph transformer. It enforces the structure as a
hard constraint to explicitly encode the structure information, e.g.
in the first encoder layer, each node is restricted to attend to tokens
in the same knowledge triple. Tabnet [4] applies a sequential atten-
tion mechanism to generate an interpretable feature selection mask
during each decision step. Rather than hard masking on the tokens,
TableFormer [6] proposed to use soft attention biases when com-
puting attention scores to indicate the structural relations within
table-text pairs, which are learnable scalars.

3.3 Model Efficiency
Typical TaLMs are inefficient at dealing with long sequences due to
the quadratic complexity of self-attention [88, 90]. Unfortunately,
large tables fromwebs, documents, and spreadsheets contain dozens
of rows or columns, posing a significant challenge to the memory
and computational efficiency [39]. A naive way [51, 69] to deal with
large tables is truncating the input tokens by a maximum sequence



Table 2: Attention mechanisms of transformers for table pre-training.

Global Self attention TAPAS, StruG, GraPPa, TaPEx, etc

Sparse

Serial row/column attention layers TaBERT
Parallel row/column attention layers TABBIE
Parallel row/column attention heads MATE
Joint row/column attention TURL
Joint bi-tree-based attention TUTA
Joint layout-based graph attention GTR
Joint knowledge-triple-based graph attention KGPT

length. This section discusses some other strategies that existed
TaLMs apply to mitigate the memory and computation issue.

3.3.1 Input Selection. One intuitive way is to reduce input size by
selecting the important contents of the table as inputs. TaBERT [101]
extracts content snapshot, the most relevant table rows to the NL
sentence(s) regarding n-gram overlap ratio, as table input. Simi-
larly, TaPas with intermediate pre-training [38] ranks columns by
Jaccard coefficient between the NL and each column tokens. The
model is twice as fast to train as TaPas [51] while achieving similar
performance. TUTA [95] randomly samples out 50% text cells and
90% numeric cells in pre-training, since spreadsheets are usually
large while limited semantics are introduced by similar data cells.
Instead of using heuristics to prune inputs, DoT [62] presents a
double transformer model: a pruning transformer selects top-𝐾
tokens, and a task-specific transformer takes them as inputs. The
architecture is two times faster to train, while the memory bot-
tleneck depends on the size of the pruning transformer. A small
or medium-size pruning transformer is usually enough to achieve
comparative performance with large-size TaPas, but falls behind
on more challenging datasets like WTQ [76]. While input selection
is effective for tasks with table-text joint input like table QA and
fact verification, it may fail for tasks that (1) full table contents
are required as input, e.g., cell type classification; (2) table is the
only input, where table-text relevance can not be measured with
heuristics, e.g., table formatting and formula prediction.

3.3.2 Input Splitting. An alternative way is to split a large table
into multiple chunks and input chunks separately into the model.
For cell type classification [31], TUTA [95] splits the table into
chunks containing the same header row(s) and non-overlapped
data rows. For formula prediction, SpreadsheetCoder [21], which
is not a pre-training method but a typical case, splits the target
table range in a spreadsheet by chunks with 𝑁 = 3 adjacent table
rows/columns. The chunks are encoded by a BERT [30] encoder
and then aggregated by convolutional layers. Splitting the input
table allows encoding all table cells, while it costs more time due
to multiple inferences of the encoder and is thus not used by most
table pre-training methods.

3.3.3 Sparse Attention. On the model side, MATE [39] leverages
the sparse attention of table encoding by an efficient implementa-
tion to reduce memory cost. In MATE, row and column attentions
are designed for different attention heads, which are implemented
following ETC [1] by dividing the input into a global part 𝐺 at-
tending to and from everything and a local part attending to𝐺 and

tokens within a radius 𝑅. With this efficient attention implementa-
tion, the model scales linearly concerning memory (8, 000 tokens
at most) and speed. Note that though sparse attention based on
table structure is widely adopted in table pre-training, they mainly
aim at performance improvement instead of efficiency. Replacing
these sparse attentions with efficient implementations can largely
mitigate the memory issue. ForTaP [23] used the TVM 4 framework
to compile a CUDA kernel to implement sparse tree-attention in
TUTA, and the maximum input sequence length has been extended
to 8,000 tokens.

4 PRE-TRAINING OBJECTIVES
Most pre-training objectives of TaLMs generally follow the Masked
LanguageModeling (MLM) [30], while a variety of other pre-training
objectives mimic downstream tasks. We divide objectives into de-
noising autoencoder and task-specific objectives. The former apply
self-supervised learning and denoise the table itself, and the latter
build supervision according to specific tasks.

4.1 Denoising Autoencoder Objectives
Denoising autoencoder objectives take partially corrupted inputs
and recover the original ones. Most TaLMs apply token MLM on
tables following the way on NL sequences [30]. However, unlike
NL, the cell and the column are unique and essential components
for tabular data, so some works also took them into consideration
when designing denoising objectives.

4.1.1 Token-level. Most pre-training models use token MLM [30]
bymasking some percentage of the input tokens at random and then
predicting those masked tokens. Standard MLM used in Tapas [51],
MATE [39] and TableFormer [6], uses a masking rate of 15% tokens.
Some methods use a slightly larger masked ratio to make the pre-
training more challenging, e.g., MLM used in TURL [28] masks 20%
of the token positions at random. Some models not only utilize
tables but also utilize NL context around tables. In addition, Some
methods have certain restrictions on selected masked tokens, e.g.,
MLM used in TABERT [101] only masks tokens in an NL context,
and MLM used in TURL [28] and GraPPa [29] masks both NL
sentences and table headers.

In addition toMLM, theMasked Entity Recovery (MER) objective
used in TURL [28] masks a certain percentage of input entity cells
and then recovers the linked entity based on surrounding entity
cells and table metadata. It helps the model capture the factual

4https://github.com/apache/tvm



knowledge embedded in the table content and the associations
between table metadata and table content.

4.1.2 Cell-level. We list three kinds of cell-level objectives as fol-
lows.

• Masking and recovery: Since a cell could have multiple value
tokens, cell-level objectives slightly differ from the standard
MLM. TUTA [92] uses a whole-cell masking strategy to cap-
ture relationships of neighboring cells. Cell Value Recovery
(CVR) objective used in TaBERT [101] applies the span-based
prediction objective to deal with multiple value tokens. In
TCN [93], each token represents each cell, so they randomly
mask 10% of table cells beforehand for recovery from the set
of all cell values.

• Cloze: Cell-level cloze used in TUTA [92] samples cell strings
based on the bi-tree structure as candidate choices, and at
each blanked position, encourages the model to retrieve its
corresponding cell string.

• Classifying cell corruption: TABBIE [55] corrupts cells and
predicts each cell either is the original cell or has been cor-
rupted. They use two different corruption strategies, frequency-
based cell sampling and intra-table cell swapping.

4.1.3 Column-level. The Masked Column Prediction (MCP) objec-
tive used in TaBERT [101] encourages the model to recover the
names and data types of masked columns, and it depends on a
premise of the relational schema.

4.2 Task-specific Objectives
When there are sufficient supervision labels from real downstream
data or synthetic data, some methods are proposed to directly use
the downstream task or downstream-task-like objectives for from-
scratch pre-training or intermediate pre-training. We will discuss
those objectives from the downstream task perspective and the
data source perspective. Towards cross-task representations, it’s
highly desirable to validate the effectiveness of existing pre-training
objectives across multiple diverse downstream tasks in tabular
domain, as as introduced by Section 5 in details.

4.2.1 Objectives by downstream tasks. In this subsection, we ne-
glect details of downstream tasks, which are described in detail in
Sec 5 and mainly focus on the relationships between pre-training
objectives and downstream tasks.

Table QA There are a variety of works on this topic. We only list
some representative ones. A critical technical component of text-
to-SQL is the alignment between text and tabular data. GraPPa [29]
designed an objective: given an NL sentence and table headers,
predicting whether a column appears in the SQL query and what
operation is triggered. StruG [29] uses several grounding tasks of
text-to-SQL as objectives, including selecting columnsmentioned in
sentences, finding cell values from sentences, and mapping column-
value. TaPEx [69] proposed to learn a novel neural SQL executor.
Given a table and an executable SQL query, TaPEx uses the query’s
execution result (obtained through an off-the-shelf SQL executor,
e.g., MySQL) to supervise the TaLM as a neural executor. Yoran et
al. [103] generate at scale question-paragraph pairs that require dif-
ferent reasoning skills to enhance the numerical reasoning abilities
in table QA.

Table Fact Verification Eisenschlos et al. [38] use an intermedi-
ate pre-training objective of table entailment verification targeting
both table entailment verification and table QA. TaPEx [69], de-
scribed above, also has benefits for this task.

Entity Linking TURL [28] proposed a novel Masked Entity
Recovery (MER) objective for pre-training to capture the semantics
and knowledge in large-scale unlabeled data.

Table Type Classification and Table Search Table context
retrieval objective used in TUTA [92] provides each table with
text segments and retrieves the corresponding tables using text
segments.

Numerical Reasoning (Formula-driven) ForTaP [23] devised
numerical-reasoning-aware table pre-training by predicting numer-
ical reference prediction and numerical calculation prediction, and
aims to benefit all related tasks involving table numerical reason-
ing, e.g., table QA, formula prediction, cell type classification, and
table-to-text.

4.2.2 Objectives by data sources. Sufficient data and supervision
labels are critical to task-specific objectives, and different data and
labels are needed by different downstream tasks. Existing works get
them from two sources – human created and machine synthesis.

Human created Human created data can be post-labeled, e.g.,
ToTTo, a well-labeled dataset for table-to-text with NL descriptions
and corresponding web tables, is used by StruG for pre-training.
And human created data can also be crawled and extracted with
trivial efforts, e.g., FORTAP extracts formulas from a large web-
crawled spreadsheet corpus, analyzes them with XLParser[2], and
extracts numerical reference and calculation relationships from
them. Human created datasets are usually meaningful, and web-
crawled ones may be large, diverse, and noisy, which need careful
prepossessing.

Machine GraPPa [29] proposed SCFG (synchronous context-
free grammar) and applied it to synthesized sentence-SQL pairs on
a large number of tables. Eisenschlos et al. [38] created synthetic
and counterfactual statements for existing Wikipedia tables. The
former got table and sentences fromWikipedia as positive examples
and created minimally differing refuted examples. The latter built a
table-dependent statement, defined the (probabilistic) context-free
grammar, and synthesized statements from the CFG. TaPEx ran-
domly selected tables from the training set of WIKITQ [76] and
instantiated SQL templates to synthesize table-SQL pairs. Synthe-
sized datasets are more targeted and controllable, but also need
careful designation to ensure the meaningfulness and diversity.

5 DOWNSTREAM TASKS AND DATASETS
As shown in Figure 2, tasks of table understanding often have
intersections with domains like NL, programming language, and
computer vision. For example, table question answering is a popular
cross-domain task that requires models to understand tables and
NL questions jointly, and to enable robust reasoning over tables,
semantic parsing becomes a widely-studied task of parsing NL ques-
tions to programming languages such as SQLs, logical forms, or
python code. Question answering over visual documents is a cross-
domain task of computer vision, tabular data, and NL. We think that
classifying tasks by domains presents a fresh perspective to future
works on multi-modal modeling, but it is not an absolutely strict or



Table 3: Downstream task evaluation for table pre-training. In this table, we try to cluster some similar tasks, e.g.,column
type&relation classification and a series of tasks of data preparation. We also merge sub-tasks like logic-to-text, into main
tasks like table-to-text.

Table Table Table Table Cell Column Table Formula Entity Table Data Machine
question fact -to-text type type type & relation augmentation prediction linking search preparation learning
answering verification classification classification classification applications
Sec 5.2.1 Sec 5.2.3 Sec 5.2.2 Sec 5.1.1 Sec 5.1.2 Sec 5.5.1 Sec 5.5.2 Sec 5.3.2 Sec 5.5.1 Sec 5.2.4 Sec 5.7 Sec 5.8

TAPAS yes
TaBERT yes
TURL yes yes yes
TUTA yes
Tabnet Yes
VIME Yes
KGPT yes
RPT yes
StruG yes
TabTransformer Yes
GraPPa yes
TABBIE yes yes
TaPEx yes
FORTAP yes yes yes
MATE yes yes
TableGPT yes
GTR yes
TableFormer yes yes
FLAP yes
UnifiedSKG yes yes yes

Natural language

Table

Programming 
language

Visual table detection 
Cell segmentation
Automatic formatting
…

Table QA

Table-to-text

Entity linking

Table search

…

Semantic parsing

Logic-to-text

…
Vision

Formula suggestion
…

Visual document QA

…

(Composed by texts, 
numerical values, visual 
formats, formulas, …)

Structure recognition

Figure 2: Task categorization by domains.

static cauterization, e.g., table QA can involve programming lan-
guages via semantic parsing [101], while it can also use end-to-end
prediction [51] without explicitly using a programming language.
In addition to categorizing tasks by domains, some tasks are more
suitable to be categorized by their applications, e.g., data prepara-
tion represents a range of tasks for data preparation. The machine
learning application covers various machine learning benchmarks
or competitions where features and labels are stored in a tabular
form. In the following sections, we introduce tasks by domains and
objectives jointly.

5.1 Table Structure Understanding
Understanding the structure of tables is the premise of many other
downstream tasks, e.g., question answering, table-to-text, and for-
mula suggestion. Even the pre-training stage relies on the table type
and header regions, e.g., in the data pre-processing stage of pre-
training, TaBERT filters relational tables and "flattens" top headers
if they cross multiple rows, and TUTA extracts tree-based positions
based on header hierarchies. This section introduces two representa-
tive tasks of table structure understanding, table type classification
and cell type classification.

5.1.1 Table Type Classification. This task is to classify tables into
different structural types [37, 43, 72]. However, most datasets are
not publicly available, except the July 2015 Common Crawl (WCC)
in [43] where tables are categorized into five types: relational, en-
tity, matrix, list, and non-data. To enable table-level classification,
TUTA extends its pre-training backbone with a simple multi-layer
classification head upon the special global [CLS] token of the ta-
ble. [92]

5.1.2 Cell Type Classification. Cell type classification is to iden-
tify cell types in the table [31, 45, 61]. Existing public datasets
include deexcelerator (DeEx) [61], SAUS [45], and CIUS [45], where
cells are categorize into metadata, notes, data, top attribute, left
attribute, and derived. WebSheet [31] provides a fine-grained tax-
onomy of headers, including index, index name, and value name,
but is not publicly available now. To better leverage cell-level in-
formation, Ghasemi Gol et al. [44] encodes contextual (cell text)
and stylistic (cell formats) features to embeddings via unsupervised
training, and then trains an LSTM-based model for supervised cell
classification. TUTA [92] optimizes cell embedding layers, attention
layers, and the cell classification head jointly via a transformer-
based framework.



5.2 Table and Natural Language
5.2.1 Question Answering over Tables. A general problem formula-
tion of Table QA is defined as follows: given a table and a question in
NL, output an answer, and the question-answer pair should be fully
supported by the table. Table QA has many benchmark datasets,
mainly focusing on DB tables [91, 104, 113] and relational web ta-
bles [76, 85]. Recently, it has been extended to QA [24] over complex
statistical report tables (questions are revised from real sentences
that are meaningful, diverse, and natural rather than written from
scratch), QA [22, 117] over financial tables, and jointly QA over
tables and text [19, 22, 117]. In general, applying pre-training mod-
els to this task has three kinds of approaches: (1) TaBERT [101]
feeds the embeddings outputted by the encoder to a logical forms
generator and uses the generated logical forms to return answers
by executing on tables; (2) TAPAS [51] does not generate logical
forms, and simply extends the encoder with classification heads
for cell selection and operator selection; (3) TaPEx [69] uses an
encoder-decoder architecture that decodes answers in a way like a
sequence generation.

5.2.2 Table-to-Text. Table-to-text, i.e., generating textual descrip-
tions from (semi-) structured tables, is another prevalent task that
can benefit from table pre-training. There aremany existing datasets
for table-to-text [7, 13, 63, 67, 73, 96]. Recently, a large-scale con-
trolled table-to-text dataset (ToTTo) is proposed for text generation
over Wikipedia tables with annotated highlighted cells as con-
ditions [74]. NumericNLG [84] and SciGen [71] are proposed to
generate reasoning-aware paragraph-level descriptions for tables
in scientific papers. LogicNLG [17] is built for generating logical
textual descriptions from Wikipedia tables. Logic2Text [20] shares
the same idea with LogicNLG to incorporate logical inference in
table-to-text but contains annotated logical forms to enhance the
generation fidelity. HiTab [24] is the first to introduce hierarchical
tables as the generation context, posing new challenges compared
with previous datasets. Many prior approaches [17, 24, 46, 58] on
these datasets directly utilize pre-trained language models by first
transforming the table into a textual sequence. A recent branch of
works [78, 98] has focused on better table understanding by pre-
training the transformer model on structure-aware self-supervised
tasks.

5.2.3 Table Fact Verification. This is a binary entailment task to
verify whether a textual hypothesis holds based on the given table.
TabFact [16] is a big human-labeled dataset for table fact verification
to evaluate the effectiveness of table-text joint modeling. Methods
like TAPAS [38] and TaPEx [69] encode table and text together and
outputs the truth value of entailment via a simple MLP-based binary
classifier over the [CLS] token embeddings and a transformer-based
decoder, respectively.

5.2.4 Table Search by Natural Language. Table search by NL seeks
to retrieve semantically relevant tables based on NL queries. Wik-
iTables [108] is a benchmark dataset containing 60 queries and 3,120
candidate tables. WebQueryTable [86] contains 21,113 queries col-
lected from search logs of a commercial search engine and 273,816
candidate tables. GTR [94] encodes tables with a tabular graph trans-
former, contexts with a BERT-based model [30], and queries with
a FastText method [57], and calculates the relevance score of the

query-table and query-context matching by multi-layer perceptron
(MLP).

5.3 Table and Programming Language
5.3.1 Semantic Parsing Towards Table Question Answering. Seman-
tic parsing, usually seen as an important intermediate task of table
question answering, is to parse natural language queries to SQLs
(text-to-SQL), logical forms, or other kinds of programming lan-
guages that can return answers through executing on one or more
target tables. Public datasets includes Spider [104], WikiSQL [113],
etc. For example, StruG [29], GraPPa [105], GAP [81] promote se-
mantic parsing through pre-training on synthetic or human-labeled
table-text data.

5.3.2 Formula Prediction. Formula prediction is to predict a for-
mula for the target cell in a table [21]. Since writing formulas
from scratch could be time-consuming and error-prone, it facili-
tates spreadsheet end-users by recommending formulas based on
corresponding headers and other useful contexts. Enron [50] is
a large and public dataset of Excel Spreadsheets containing over
17K spreadsheets with rich table structures and formula types. In
FORTAP [23], based on the contextual embeddings of the target
cell outputted by the pre-trained encoder, an LSTM-based decoder
is adopted for formula generation.

5.3.3 Formula Error Detection. Formula error detection refers to
the task of detecting spreadsheet formula errors. This task has
real critical usage in the financial domain since formula errors
can greatly degrade the quality of spreadsheets and cause finan-
cial losses [77]. Public datasets include CACheck [35] and CUS-
TODES [25].

5.4 Table and Vision
5.4.1 Image-based Table Detection and Cell Recognition. Since im-
age tables are not the main focus of this paper as claimed in Sec-
tion 2.1, we only list two most representative tasks for image tables
here, image-based table detection and cell recognition. Image-based
table detection is a task of detecting table regions in visual doc-
uments, and cell recognition further decomposes a whole table
region into individual cell regions. Recent public datasets include
ICDAR 2019 [41], TableBank [65], PubTabNet [114], SciTSR [26],
and FinTabNet [112]. pre-training works on visual documents like
LayoutLM [99], DocFormer [3], and LAMBERT [42] can be poten-
tially applied to these datasets. We will not expand this part due to
the focus of this paper as stated in 2.1.

5.4.2 Table Format Generation. Good-looking formatting is de-
sirable for modern tables. Format generation refers to the task of
generating formatting to better exhibit table structures and data
relationships in a visual perspective. Dong et al. [34] provides three
web-crawled datasets, SAUS, NCSE, and NSF, containing a total of
7,541 tables with high-quality table formatting.

5.5 Table and Knowledge Graph
5.5.1 Table Interpretation. Table interpretation is the task of con-
verting Web tables into machine-understandable knowledge, in-
cluding entity linking, column type identification, and relation
extraction [9]. Entity linking is the task of finding phrases of text,



called mentions, in cells and associating each with its referent entity.
Column type classification is the task of associating a column in a
table with the KB type of entities it contains. Relation extraction
is the task of associating a pair of columns in a table with the KB
relation that holds between each pair of entities in a given row of
the columns.

T2Dv2 Gold Standard 5 contains 779 tables from various websites
with manual annotations. SemTab challenge 6 provides automati-
cally generated tables with annotations from knowledge graph[27].
WikiTable corpus [9] contains entity linking annotation from hy-
perlinks, and TURL [28] extends WikiTable corpus to the other
tasks.

5.5.2 Table Augmentation. Table augmentation is the task of ex-
panding a table with additional data [107]. Three sub-tasks are
proposed for augmenting relational tables, including row popula-
tion that suggests entity filings for table columns, cell filling that
fills the cell values, and schema augmentation that recommends
top headers to columns. Since this task can be self-supervised, one
can also adopt it as a pre-training objective using unlabeled data.

Knowledge graph augmentation is a task opposite to table aug-
mentation. It enriches knowledge graphs with knowledge extracted
from tabular data. Existing table pre-training works have not fo-
cused on this task.

5.6 Table and Data Analysis
Tabular data is one of the important data formats in data analysis
for business intelligence. There are two table analysis tasks – table
transformation and visualization generation. Table transformation
aims at transforming tables with operators like group by, pivot,
aggregation, and so on [100]. Besides, some works [115] focus on
creating analysis with transformation. Visualization generation
aims at recommendation visualization to make tabular data human-
friendly and expressive. VizML [52] and Table2Chart [116] provide
corresponding corpus.

5.7 Table and Data Preparation
Data preparation consists of a series of tasks. Hameed and Nau-
mann [48] classify them into six broader categories: data discovery,
data validation, data structuring, data enrichment, data filtering,
and data cleaning. RPT [87] improves a range of data preparation
tasks through large pre-training with a transformer-based denois-
ing autoencoder. Here, we only introduce a representative data
discovery task, spreadsheet table detection.

5.7.1 Spreadsheet Table Detection. Spreadsheets are flexible to use,
but most tables on spreadsheets are not explicitly inserted by au-
thors (by selecting the bounding box and clicking the "Insert Table"
button in Excel), so spreadsheet table detection is essential to rec-
ognize table layouts and detect table boundaries. TableSense [32]
gives a public dataset containing 2,615 table regions from 1,645
spreadsheets 7.

5http://webdatacommons.org/webtables/goldstandardV2.html
6http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/isg/challenges/sem-tab/
7https://github.com/microsoft/TableSense

5.8 Table and Machine Learning Application
Since tabular data are often used to record categorical or continuous
features and corresponding labels in machine learning applications
(e.g., competitions held by Kaggle and KDD Cup such as prod-
uct recommending and online advertising), this distinct scenario
attracts research work such as VIME [102], SAINT [83], TabTrans-
former [54], and Tabnet [4], to pre-train on unlabeled tabular data
towards better featurization, feature selection, and contextual repre-
sentation learning to achieve higher prediction accuracy in machine
learning applications. Since there are pretty diverse machine learn-
ing applications, and most prediction tasks need complex reasoning
over a specific set of domain-specific features, pre-training a gen-
eral model has distinct challenges to handle those task diversity
and reasoning complexity.

5.9 Other Tasks
There are still many related tasks and datasets that have not been
evaluated by table existing pre-training methods, but they are also
helpful to evaluate the effectiveness of pre-training models, such as
table title generation [49], pairwise table relation classification [40],
tabular data synthesis [75], table error detection [53], etc.

6 FUTURE VISION
Although the ”pre-training and fine-tuning” paradigm has demon-
strated its success on various table understanding and reasoning
tasks, there are still some key challenges (opportunities) that are
highly desirable to be solved (explored) in future research. We
provide our thoughts and vision in this section.

6.1 Universal Framework for General
Downstream tasks

Almost all table pre-trainingworks only focus on one or two specific
downstream tasks so that they have sufficient flexibility on model
designs to achieve the best performance, but it is desirable to explore
a general table pre-training method to support various downstream
tasks simultaneously like what BERT and GPT are doing in NL
domain. But the diversity of downstream tasks presents a significant
challenge, for example, formula prediction and entity linking may
need different feature sets and sampling mechanisms. Recently,
UnifiedSKG explored to fine-tune the T5-based text-to-text model
on 21 datasets across 6 task families and achieved promising results.
It’s desirable to include more tasks such as entity linking [28],
formula prediction [23], table structure recognition [95], etc.

6.2 Combining Diverse Cell Features
Effectively

Tables are arranged in two-dimension, including not only text but
also quantities, visual formats, hyperlinks, and even spreadsheet
formulas, it is non-trivial to learn high-level representations from
such diverse and raw information. It particularly challenges existing
language models that directly consume a flat sequence. How to
combine and embed information effectively is a challenge.



6.3 Efficient Transformers for Big Tables
Due to the limitation of the input length of existing large-scale
pre-trained language models, they usually need to split tables into
several parts [92] to be input to the model or only feed a specific
part of a table (sometimes called "content snapshot") to the model
according to the requirement of a specific task [51, 101]. ForTaP
and MATE are great trials but still have a limited maximum length
(around 8,000 tokens) constraint that is not applicable to larger ta-
bles, such as a large proportion of spreadsheet tables. We wonder if
there exists a general sampling method that is effective and general
for various downstream tasks, and if there does not exist one, what
we can do better in the pre-training stage.

6.4 Universal Framework for General
Document Tables

Most works only focus on a specific type of table, e.g., web tables.
However, we believe that although data models behind different
document types are different, key cell information such as cell
value, formats, and merging are universal. In the future, it is highly
desirable to pre-train a universal model to represent them in a
unified architecture so that each type of document can leverage a
large pre-trained model for the universal table type. TUTA [95] took
the first step towards this direction by pre-training and evaluating
the model on web and spreadsheet tables together.

7 CONCLUSION
Webelieve that the table, as a distinct (semi-)structured data form far
away from natural language and images, desires sufficient research
explorations. In this survey of table pre-training, a comprehen-
sive review of existing model architectures, pre-training objectives,
and downstream tasks is presented. We hope that this survey can
provide some insightful perspectives to inspire more directions of
future works.
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